The question was: "Resolved, that I shall not go home, but shall remain at this hotel until the 30th of March next."

The resolution was carried by the affirmative vote of the ladies present in the meeting, and Mrs. Smith, who had the floor, concluded her remarks at the annual dinner of the Triangle club on literary societies and their functions. There will be an election of officers who will be elected at the next meeting.


c

NUMMA EXPECTS NEW DRILL HOUSE BEFORE FALL SNOW

Commandant of Cadets Makes Triangular Trips in Tour of Inspection of New Building.

This committee is most interested

One Present National Crisis on Force in Seizing Appropriation

Before the snow next winter; in the opinion of Captain Morton C. Marcus, commandant of cadets, a well laid of 400 by 400 feet will have been erected on the proposed tract of land north and west of the new magazine. Captain Marcus represented the committee which was present at the annual dinner of the Triangle club on literary societies and their functions.

FIFTY CANDIDATES OUT FOR BASEBALL ON THURSDAY

First Outdoor Practice Shows Opinions in Spirit of Inconveniences

Louis Leighton is Assisting Kent

Van Pelt and Rankin Try-Out at Pitching to Varsity Squad Batters.

Vandy and freshman baseball candidates took their first practice in the outside weather. The ten boys, forty and five seniors, were on hand at the time of the practice. There will be an election of officers who will be elected at the next meeting.

ADVISORY BOARD FOR "Y" CHOSEN

Twenty-Two Prominent University Men to Meet T. M. C. A. Coming Year.

This committee was selected by the board of the T. M. C. A. for the year 1911-1913, to be elected next Tuesday. The officers for the year have been elected.

WRESTLING BEGINS IN IOWA FIRST CONFERENCE MEET

Three Sessions of Program are Given to Preliminary Among Grapplers.

Wrestling to dominate the western championship gymnastic wrestling, and fencing tournament will be held today and tomorrow at the University. The competition will be divided into three sessions, and only those athletes who will be present throughout the whole of the tournament will be allowed to compete.

PARADE TO START PROMPTLY AT ONE


The Missouri parade will be held at 1:00 o'clock this afternoon. The parade will consist of a procession of students and faculty members. The parade will proceed from the Missouri Agricultural and Mechanical College, to the Missouri State Capitol.

Mrs. Anna L. Gittens, student secretary of C. A. C. at the University of Kansas, was the chairman of the parade. She will be supported by Warrington, the floor leader, and the faculty members. The parade will consist of the Missouri State Capitol, the State Capitol, the Missouri State Capitol, and the Missouri State Capitol.

Just west of the bridge our little boys were aware of the fact that the river was flowing. He ran very fast, with one hand clenching the twelve leaves left in his pocket.

As he was about to step off the bridge on the east side two men stepped behind some lumber and attempted to grab him. Pulling, they, too, joined in the chase as far as the bridge, when they stepped on a poor grond freshet to oust his way with his surgery.

Last night he ekined venturin over the river, but this time he was "pro- pelled" by a combination of submarine, the cutting tool, and a borrowed flashlight.

Robert Hofman and his Kappa Sigma classmates were the last of the fraternity members to start the marathon. They will be followed by the other members of the fraternity, and the Kappa Sigma members will be the last to leave.

The class of graduate students in physical psychology is working on a problem in psychology, and the training in reading is a comprehensive matter. The change of mind in the class of graduate students determines the psychology and the economy of his program.
The Secrets that license is to supplant adequate campus will have a medium of organization which gathers representatives of the student body does not care about being organized both men and women with a measure of enthusiasm, and at once to what could not be done without organization possible. The "unorganized" man has no way through which he may be heard. Perhaps he does not want to be heard. It may be that he has no desire to influence, to express opinion. That can scarcely be true, for every man attending the University is of such a type that he wants to take a part in and be a part of life in the biggest way he can. As long as the student body is no more than a few individuals it will have no normal force so as any blind public opinion has force. If the campus, women as well as men, wishes to be heard in matters pertaining to the University, then let the undergraduates provide a medium through which they may speak.

WANT ADS

The first of a series of dances in the new Burley Imperial Ball-room will be given to the University public on March 24th. Tickets on sale at the hotel.

FOR SALE—One $32.50 feathered for $10. One frockling and one Smith Premier Typewriter, either for $10. J. D. 4 M. 146 Washington street.

BOOK Loans—"The Secrets of the German War Office." Please Return at once to Miss Klinghoffer.

FOR RENT—Two rooms down.

The NEED OF ORGANIZATION

Faculty and students from other universities who visit Iowa frequently remark at the lack of student organizations at the University and comment upon the fact that the biggest educational institution in Iowa is about the furthest in the rear in this matter. Many of the colleges of the state have the undergraduates organized into an effective and powerful group which stands behind all campus activities. In some colleges self-government in the fullest sense is being carried on.

The organization of the Iowa union four years ago was a step in the direction of closer cooperation among the men of the University. For a time the Union grew and prospered, then its membership and influence waned, finally it was personified, a democracy, and when that was destroyed by fires the organization itself died. In a similar way the Women's league attempted to bind Iowa women together so that they might accomplish united what could not be done without organization. The league was resolved with a measure of excitement, and it has lived in a tolerated sort of fashion.

Now comes the new desire to organize both men and women into a body which may appropriately act on campus questions and for the undergraduates. The idea is to no sense a new one, for attempts to organize the student body have been made before. Recently the student body does not care about being organized. In the past such movements have not been received with any great measure of enthusiasm. In spite of the frequent cry of student domination narrowed, the undergraduates never really in the opportunity of expressing themselves when that opportunity is offered.

Student control or student organization does not mean in any sense that license is to supplant adequate authority and control. Rather, it should be taken to mean that the campus will have a medium of expression which it does not have now. At present the University fraternity council is the only organization which gathers representatives of the whole campus together, but it represents only a part of the student body. The control is in unbroken and speaks the sentiment of some hundreds of men in the deliverance.

In索取 has weight with the authoritative of the University. It is able to accomplish much for the good of the individual student. In the same way that the undergraduates reach the administration through the regular channels, the administration reaches the individual through the group, organization possible.

DENTS TAKE CARES OF ALL THEIR ATHLETES

Extra stocks have been furnished by the water department to prevent use of dent athletes while at work in infirmary. The purpose of these stools is for the senior dental class for the use of dent athletes while at work in infirmary. The purpose of these stools is to allow all athletic events.

FOR RENT—Two rooms down.

Don't you think you ought to have a change of your usual apartment?

Summer Session.

Join our Faculty

Two suites at your disposal and your Good call.

Phone 93

TYPEDWELL

Notebook 7¢ Officeware

University City

A GOOD NAME MAKES EVERYTHING EASIER

FIRST FARMER

Armony Admission.

Each Time 25 cents.

Year and "I" Tickets

Not Good.

Wrestling Today.

Conference Championship

24 Matches

3 P. M.

12 Matches

7:30 P. M.
For the Fastidious Smoker

Sulphur Steam Baths
TURKISH BATHS
Believe Rheumatism, Kidney troubles and
and other ailments
Special treatment for Neurits
2 E. College St.

S. U. I. STUDENTS
Don't you think you had better register for a
Shorthand and Typewriting Course at
HISM'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
203/4 Washington St.
Summer Session Typewriters for Rent

Join our Panitorium club for $1.00 a month
Two suits and overcoat or three suits
spayed and pressed.
Goods called for and delivered free.
F. BORIDEN
Phone 93
121 N. Clinton St.

TYPEWRITERS
Sold Rented Repaired
Notebook Paper and Theme Paper
UNIVERSITY TYPEWRITER CO.

MEET ME AT
BUNT KIRK'S CIGAR STORE
Your favorite cigars and tobaccos are in
our stock. Also soda grill and candies.

A GOOD NAME TO BE FOUND ON
EVERY BANK CHECK
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
FARMERS TRUST COMPANY
Silk Shirts at $3.45

In the Springtime a Young Man’s Fancy naturally turns to Silk Shirts— for this Spring we again have a very large assortment of Novelty Silk Shirts.

In spite of the increasing prices, and uncertain market conditions, we are in position to offer you for Saturday Special lot of Silk Shirts at $3.45 values up to $5.00.

Our buying power for six stores saves you money.

GARDEN THEATRE
TODAY
MARCH 23
1st, 2nd and 3rd Episodes—7 Reels
5 and 10c

The Most Popular Show in America

UNIVERSITY OPINION

To the Editor:

The movement toward student government was inaugurated about three years ago, and the Women’s league was formed. For some reason the majority of the girls have displayed but little interest in the matter. Perhaps it is because our rules and regulations are for the most part antiquated, Iowa girls should be behind a movement like this if they are going to compete with girls in other Universities. Of course, the majority of the girls are not making the thing, but as a rule they never do. There are pioneers in all good movements, and it is through these pioneers that the great reforms come about. History offers this fact in each of its chapters. All big movements are inaugurated by some few persons. Rarely we should not wait for student government until the slow immobile body of students, as a whole, have been gotten into action by some tyrannical regulation. Think of the No-cut system! Such a system would never have been defended if we had been represented.

We feel the need of some power; but we should assume the responsibility of citizenship gradually, in order that we may see it wisely. When we have gained knowledge through experience we can assume more power. This is the sort of thing that is embodied in the Constitution which is up for voting today. We are not opposing a tyranny by the students against a tyranny by the faculty, but we are attempting to secure a government of the University by the students themselves, advised and aided by the faculty.

It seems that the first by-law which states—“The Women’s league endorses and accepts as its own, the faculty, social regulations and the regulations regarding approved homes in the general ‘Big-A-Boo.’”

Now I ask you, girls. What is the matter with our social regulations? Do you really think that they are unjust? Do you object to the ten rules of government? Do we not want in each among the best Universities both in scholarship and in good morals? I believe we do. Look over the Constitution! It stands for a reasonable assumption of the responsibilities of government by the students, not a mad attempt at tyranny and tyranny through ignorance by them.

If you do not approve of the Constitution in its entirety, remember that in your hands lies the ascending power. Come out, vote and make the Women’s league live!

BREMER’S GOLDEN EAGLE

Read the Story in Serial form in the New York American

See PATRIA Now In Vivid Motion Pictures

Produced for INTERNATIONAL By WHARTON INC.